
Fusing Kilns & Supplies

Kiln Shelf Paper
Ceramic fiber paper used on kiln shelves as a separator 
when fusing.  Cleaner and faster than applying liquid 
kiln washes.  12” x 12” piece.
#SP12

Shelf Primer
Powdered primer is mixed with water and 
smoothly brushed on kiln shelves with a Haik 
brush to prevent hot glass from sticking to 
slumping molds.  1 lb. 
#4819

Haik Brush
This soft Chinese brush is indispensable for 
applying an even coating of primer to kiln 
shelves or slumping molds.
#4818

Safety Glasses, Shade 3.0 Green
Provide 99.9% UV protection when 
looking into a hot kiln.  Adjustable 
temple length.
#1459

14” Gauntlet Fusing Gloves
Heat resistant gloves for 
protection when working near a 
hot kiln.  14” long gauntlet gloves 
offer additional protection for your 
forearms.  One size fits all.
#47210

1” Thick Ceramic Fiberboard
Soft ceramic material can be carved and 
shaped with just a spoon to create fusing 
molds and shelves.  Thermal stability up to 
2000°F.  12” x 12”.
#KVS124

Jen-Ken 9” Kiln Shelf
Additional 9” shelf for the 11” Bead 
Annealer & Fusing Kilns (both  
#JK1145 & #JK1145CR).

#JK11SH

Jen-Ken’s 15” Fusing Kiln
A multi-purpose brick kiln perfect for fusing 
glass, tiles, slumping plates, suncatchers and for 
annealing glass  beads.  Plugs into an ordinary 
household 110V 20 amp outlet.  Kiln interior 
is a full 15” dia. x 6” deep  and reaches 1700°.  
Includes shelf, posts, and 1 lb. of shelf primer.   
2 year manufacturer limited warranty.

Overweight -  Add $20.00

#AF3P15-6

Ceramic Kiln Posts (set of 3)
3 sizes of stable ceramic kiln posts can be stacked 
for supporting drop out rings, kiln shelves, etc.   
Sets of 3.  (Drop-Out sold separately.)
Cat. # 
#1804 2” Tall Posts
#2040 4” Tall Posts
#2208 6” Tall Posts

Round Drop-Out
These molds look deceivingly plain, however, they make 
stunning vases with an outer diameter of 7” w/3” hole, 
or 9” dia. w/5” hole.  Use with kiln posts above.
#F302 3” hole
#F304 5” hole

Thin Kiln Shelf Paper - 10” X 10”
Very thin, one time use, kiln paper for a  
perfectly smooth surface on fused glass.  
#SPT60 6 pack of 10” x 10” sheets.
#SPT112 112 sq. ft Roll.

Jen-Ken’s Fusing Kiln, 15” Fast-Firing
A break through in glass fusing kiln technology!   
15” dia. ceramic fiber kiln weights only 35 pounds, fires 
to 2300°F, and heats to full fuse in just one hour.  Finish 
your projects in hours - not days!  Comes with Orton 
Auto Fire Controller, stand and sheet of ‘lava paper’.  
Fire on kiln papered floor - does not require a kiln 
shelf.  5” deep kiln uses a standard 20 amp outlet.  
One year warranty.

 Overweight -  Add $20.00

#AF3PGLO

Jen-Ken’s Bead Annealer & Fusing Kiln  
with Controller
This multi-purpose brick kiln for fusing glass 
jewelry, tiles, plates, suncatchers and for annealing 
glass beads is available with electronic controller 
has multiple programs with ramp/soak segments 
which can be edited while firing.  Plugs into an 
ordinary household 110V 20 amp outlet.  Kiln 
interior is a full 11” dia. x 4½” high and reaches 
1500° in just 30 minutes!  Features infinite control 
knob, pyrometer, kiln shelf, posts and 1 lb. of shelf 
primer.  2 year warranty.

 
Overweight -  Add $20.00

#JK1145CR

Jen-Ken’s Bead Annealer & Fusing Kiln
A multi-purpose brick kiln for fusing glass 
jewelry, tiles, plates, suncatchers and for 
annealing glass beads.  Plugs into an ordinary 
household 110V 20 amp outlet.  Kiln interior 
is a full 11” dia. x 4½” high and reaches 1500° 
in just 30 minutes!  Features infinite control 
knob, pyrometer, kiln shelf, posts and 1 lb. of 
shelf primer.  2 year warranty.

 
Overweight -  Add $20.00

#JK1145


